Carpathian Convention Working Group on Sustainable Industry, Energy, Transport and Infrastructure Meeting¹
26 – 27 February 2013, Vienna, Austria

LOGISTIC INFORMATION

Meeting venue:

Meeting Room MOE 05 (M-building)
Vienna International Centre (VIC)
Wagramer Strasse 5
1400 Vienna
Austria

Registrations:

Security regulations at the VIC require that all participants register in order to enter the VIC premises. Registration will take place at the Security desk (Pass Office) at Gate 1. After presenting an ID (e.g. passport) to the Security desk, participants will be issued stickers/badges, which will enable the participants to access the VIC. Due to the large amount of people please calculate at least half an hour for issuing the badges.

Smoking in VIC:

Please note VIC is a smoke-free environment. Participants are encouraged to only smoke in the designated areas near the coffee bars in 2nd, 4th and 7th floor of the C-building.

¹ The project enjoys the technical and financial support of the EU co–funded project “Access2mountain” (European Transnational Cooperation South East Europe Programme 2007-2013)
TRANSPORTATION TO VIC

Access to VIC:

Participants coming by taxi are advised to leave the vehicle in the side lane (Nebenfahrbahn) of the Wagramer Strasse, register at Gate 1, walk over the plaza and enter the C-building.

Participants coming by metro ("U-Bahn") on line U1, which connects you with the airport trains, should get off at the "Kaiserwinkl-Vienna International Centre", enter VIC grounds at Gate 1, and proceed to the plaza and C-building.

To get from the Schwechat Vienna Airport, located 8 km from downtown, to the city centre, you can choose the (1) City Airport Train (CAT), an (2) Airport Bus, the (3) Schnellbahn (City Train) or a (4) Taxi.

1. City Airport Train (CAT)
The CAT leaves every half hour from the city centre (Landstrasse/Wien Mitte) and the airport. The ride lasts 16 minutes, a single ticket costs 9 Euro, round trip 16 Euro. To buy cheaper tickets online and for further information please see [http://www.cityairporttrain.com/langen/](http://www.cityairporttrain.com/langen/)

2. Airport bus:
An airport bus service operates from the Vienna International Airport to the Vienna International Centre. Journey time is approximately 30 minutes. Buses run every hour from 07:10 to 20:10. In the opposite direction buses leave from 06:00 to 19:00.
If you wish to go straight to the center, take the airport express buses to “Franz Josefs Kai”, running every 30 minutes from 5 a.m. till midnight. For more information please contact +43 1 7007 32300 cost 6Euro one way 11 euro both ways

3. City Train (Schnellbahn S7)
Tickets can be purchased from the ticket machines on the platform and need to be validated/punched before entering the train. From the airport to the centre of Vienna, you should choose train with signs "Wien Mitte," "Wien Nord" or "Floridsdorf." One way will cost 3.40 Euro. Please make sure that the train in the direction of the airport shows either the sign "Wolfgang" or "Flughafen." For timetable information and route maps please see [http://www.wienerlinien.at/wi/ep/home.do?tabId=0](http://www.wienerlinien.at/wi/ep/home.do?tabId=0)
4. Taxi
Can be found in front of the arrival hall. It is advised to book a taxi in advance, either over the phone or the internet. Please see link for more details: http://www.viennaairport.com/jart/prj3/via/website.jart?rel=de&content-id=1135697462787&reserve-mode=active

Moving around with the metro:
The fastest and most comfortable way to move around Vienna is the metro. Please see this map and http://www.wienerlinien.at/wl/ep/home.do?tabId=0 for further information.